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METAL SHREDDER-WASTE TREATABILITY STUDY 

Dear Ms. Rosegay: 

This letter is a follow up to prior meetings· and discussions between the Department of 
Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), you and other representatives of metal shredding 
facilities, and Terraphase Engineering, Inc. (Terraphase), regarding the Metal Shredder 
Residue Treatability Study (Treatability Study) being conducted on behalf of the 
California Chapter of the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI). 

At a meeting on August 12, 2015, Terraphase presented information·summarizing its 
work to date to implement the Metal Shredder Residue Treatability Study Work Plan 
(Work Plan), dated July 10, 2014. Terraphase also provided information on the 
sampling and analytical procedures found in the Draft Quality Assurance Metal 
Shredder Residue Treatability Study Plan --Appendix A - Contract Laboratories 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), dated August 19, 2014. 

DTSC acknowledges that it has previously reviewed the Work Plan and provided 
comments to you at that time. However, as has been discussed with you on previ_ous 
occasions, the circumstances under which the Work Plan was prepared in 2014 have 
significantly changed. Previously, the metal shredding facilities developed and 
submitted the Work Plan voluntarily, in response to informal discussions with DTSC that 
occurred in 2013 and 2014. Since that time, SB 1249 (Hill, Chapter 756, Statutes of 
2014) was enacted and became law. SB 1249 establishes additional mandates on 
DTSC to evaluate metal shredding facilities and metal shredder waste. SB 1249 also 
~uthorizes DTSC to, as part of any alternative management standards that it may adopt, 
allow for treated metal shredder waste to be classified and managed as nonhazardou~ 
waste. The authority to allow for nonhazardous waste classification and management is 
conditioned on DTSC's analysis demonstrating that classification and management as 
hazardous waste is not necessary to prevent or mitigate potential hazards to human 
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health or safety or to the environment posed by the treated metal shredder waste. 
Because of the additional mandates in SB 1249, and in order to ensure. that its analysis 
can make the required demonstration if warranted, DTSC must rely more significantly 
on ·the data the Treatability Study produces. 

To be able to utilize the data the Treatability Study is to produce in its analysis and 
required demonstration,. DTSC must ensure that activities described by the Work Plan 
conform to technical standards that generally apply to work· plans of this type. To 
evaluate whether the Work Plan meets these standards, and to assess whether it will 
yield the type and quality of data that DTSC requires, DTSC's Engineering and Special 
Project Office (ESPO) of the Brownfields and Environmental Rest~rat~on Program was 
asked to review and comment on the Work Plan. Likewise, DTSC's Environmental 
Chemistry Laboratory (ECL) was asked to r~view and comment on the SOP. ESPO's 
and ECL's comments, questions, and recommendations based on their review are 
enclosed. 

Before proceeding with any further Implementation of the Work Plan or SOP, you will 
need to revise them in response to the attached comments, questions, and 
recommendations. Before Terraphase attempts to revise the Work Plan, it would be 
beneficial for you and Terraphase to first meet with DTSC and the ESPO and ECL staff 
that provided the comments to better understand their comments and to identify the 
information and revisions that are needed to respond to their comments. To schedule 
the suggested meeting regarding the 'reyisions to the Work Plan and SOP, or if you 
have any questions or concerns regarding DTSC's requirements, please contact 
Mr. Kevin Sanchez of my staff at (916) 322-8677 or Kevin.Sanchez@dtsc ..ca.gov. 

R k Brausch, C · 
Policy and Program Support Division 
Hazardous Waste Management Program 

Enclosures 

cc: Mr. Christopher Cho 
Staff Attorney 
Office of Legal Affairs 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
1001 I Street, 23rd Floor 
P.O. Box806 
Sacramento, California 95812-0806 
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cc: Mr. Kevin Sanchez 
Senior Environmental Scientist (Specialist) 
Research and Policy Development Branch 
Policy and Program Support Division 
Hazardous Waste Management Program 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
1001 I Street, 11 th Floor · 
P.O. Box806 
Sacramento, California 95812-0806 
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M E M .0 RA N D U M 

TO: Kevin Sanchez 
Senior Environmental Scientist 
Research and Policy Development 
Hazardous Waste Management Prog~ 

VIA: Juan Koponen·, Unit Chief· 
Engineering and Special Project ice 
Brownfields and Environmental Res 

FROM: Jesus I. Sotelo, P.E. 
Hazardous Substances Engineer 
Engineering and Special Projects Office 
Brownfields and Environmental Restoration Program 

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF THE METAL SHREDDER RESIDUE TREATABI 
STUDY WORK PLAN, INSTITUTE OF SCRAP RECYCLING 
INDUSTRIES, CALIFORNIA CHAPTER 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 15, 2015 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

1. Metal Shredder Residue Treatability Study Work Plan, (Treatability Study) dated 
July 10, 2014, prepared by Terraphase Engineering, Incorporated, Oakland, 
California. 

INTRODUCTION 

Per your request, the Engineering and Special Projects Office (ESPO) of the 
Department of toxic Substances Control (DTSC) has completed its review of the 
above-referenced Treatability Study and provides the following comments and 
recommendations. If you have any questions, please contact me at 916-255-6670 or 
jesus.sotelo@dtsc.ca.gov. 
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PROJECT ·SUMMARY 

Terraphase Engineering Inc. (Terraphase) prepared the Metal Shredder Residue. 
Treatability Study Work Plan (Treatability Study) on behalf of the California Chapter of 
the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI). The Work Plan presents an approach 
ai:,d laboratory methods for the imple.mentation of a Treatabllity Study. The overarching 
purpose of the study is to confirm the effectiveness of previously established methods 
that are currently used to treat metal shredder residue (MSR) prior to disposal or use of 
the treated material as alternative daily cover (ADC). The study will evaluate the 

. reduction in leachability and long-term leachability of treated MsR. 

The work described in this Treatability Study includes: 
• Collection of untreated MSR from three scrap metal shredding facilities in 

California that currently treat MSR 
• . Baselin~ characterization of-the untreated MSR 
• Bench-scale treatability testing using metal stabilization methods 
• Leachability testing of treated MSR 
• Pilot testing of MSR using the optimal mix ofstabilization reagents 

· The Treatability Study is based on a draft work plan previoijsly prepared by (SRI and 
submitted to DTSC on September 26, 2013. The Treatability Study provides additional 
details regarding the treatability testing methods and addres$es comments received 
·from the DTSC in a letter dated March 21, 2014. 

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Page 3 - Section 1.3 Purpose of Treatability Study. In t_he second paragraph, 
first sentence, reference is made regarding the expectations of the study from 
industry's perspective, specifically_to provide a scientific basis for the 
establishment-of uniform statewide treatment standards that are protective. While 
DTSC is aware that treatment standards are a potential outcome of the study, 
this expectation presupposes that current regµlatoiy threshold levels are not 
achievable and thus narrows the scope of the plan prematurely. ESPO 
recommends the overall purpose of the plan be to demonstrate that metal 
shredder waste can be treated so that soluble levels of Title 22 metals are 
reduced to the extent they do not pose potential hazards to ground or surface 
water resources when disposed in a solid waste disposal facility in California. 

2. Page 4, last paragraph, DTSC cannot provide guarantees to the industry tt,at 
they will stay viable. Market and economic factors will determine this. ESPO 
recommends removal of this paragraph from this document. 
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3. Page 7, Section 2.1.3 Chemical Additions. Reference is made to the addition of 
5% cement. Please clarify the basis for this percentage, that Is, by volume i.e. 
cubic feet or yards or by weight i.e., pounds or tons. 

4. Page 7, Section 2.1.4 Mixing. Reference is ·made to mixing the MSR using a 
front end loader. Is there any data with regard to the mixing process? It is not 
clear how the mixing is performed by the front end loader. 

5. Page 7, Section 2.1.5 Curing. Reference rs made to allowing the MSR to 
continue its curing process after initial mixing and treatment. ESPO recommends 
that this treatabllity study further evaluate the WET test for the curing time as it 
may change the way the material should be handled and disposed of, which 
appears to be the goal of the treatabllity study. 

6. Page 7, Section 2.1.6 M<;>isture Content. Reference i~ made to MSR moisture 
content. How was the outlined range of moisture content ( 17% to 23%) 
determined? Please provide supporting documentation. 

7. Page 10, Section 4.0 .Study Limitations, Third Bullet. The text states that the 
study is limited to an ~valuation of MSR, residual material that remains after 
removal of ferrous and nonferrous metal, and that the study will analyze for 
metals but not address the other constituents that may be encountered in the 
MSR. It is recommended that some additional analysis. of these other 
constituents be included to better understand the actual composftion of the MSR. 

8. Page 10, Section 4.0 Study Limitations, Fourth Bullet. The-text states the 
treatment process does not materially affect total concentrations of metals In the 
waste and it is anticipated similar total concentrations of lead, zinc and copper 
will routinely be observ~.d in both the untreated and treated samples analyzed. 
ESPO recommends that testing for total conc_entratlons in both treated and 
untreated MSR samples be done for comparison and effectiveness of the 
treatment process. 

9. Page 11, Section 5.1 Sample Size Requirements. It is proposed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of treatment using an upper confidence limit (UCL) of 90% in this 
study. ESPO recommends requiring use of the 95% upper confidence limit and 
not 90%, as DTSC usually uses 95% UCL for defining background. 

10. Page 11, Section 5.1 Sample Size Requirements. Reference is made to the 
number of minimum samples required to estimate a mean at 90% UCL. Use of 
the 95% UCL, as recommended above, requires a higher number of minimum 
samples to be collected and tested to affirm the mean. 
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11. Page 11, Section 5.1 Sample Size Requirements. Reference is made to a MSR 
comparison criteria and the statlstlcal distribution of the data. Please describe 
the comparison criteria that will be used in Phase 2 and 3 of this study. 

12. Page 1.1, Section 5.2 Collection of MSR for Baseline Characterization and Bench 
Testing. If the sampling method along with the homogenization procedure does 
not properly characterize the untreated metal shredder waste there is a high 
probability that the treatment formulas subsequently chosen at the bench scale 
testing phase, solely based on their ability to reduce soluble metals to a specific 
level, will not be accurately representative, particularly in the next test phase of 
the pilot study. 

a. How was 40 kg determined to be the estimated composite sample 
amount? 

b. Was untreated MSR 90llected for DTSC? 
c. If so, is this untreated MSR collected for DTSC available in a 55 gallon 

drum and/or has it been homogenized and subsampled as described in 
Section 5.2.2 of this plan? 

d. Have the baseline characteristics of metal shredder waste been evaluated 
based on particle size distribution In order to detennine if the hazardous 
constituents reside in specific parts of metal shredder waste (e.g., the 
fines)? 

e. Have.any subsamples·been analyzed Individually to determine.the 
variability within that particular sample (e.g., take the 6.5 kg subsample, 
split it and mill both portions and perform the WET method)? 

13. Page 12, Section 5.2.2 Homogenization of Composite MSR Material. - Was a set 
of sieves used and if so, what were the sizes? Is this homogenlzatlan activity 
representative of what is occurring at the facility regarding treatment for bench 
scale testing? That 1s, mixing of MSR followed by the addition of the silicate then 
re-mixing occurs at the bench scale, but at full scale silicate is added then mixing 
occurs. Additionally, please furtherdescribe how these samples are handled and 
provided to the laboratories, including Cal Science and Terraphase or PRIMA. 

14. Page 16, Section 7.0 Treatability Study Methodology. This Introduction may not 
be needed as it is basically a sales pitch forTerraphase and PRIMA. ESPO 
recommends removal ·of this paragraph. 

15. Page 16, Section 7.1 Baseline Analysis of Untreated Material. Reference is 
made to the constituents for analysis. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System and analytical requirements should also be Included for the untreated 
and treated material. 
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16. Page 16, Section 7.1 Baseline Analysis of Untreated Material. Reference is 
made to limit the testing to principal metals of interest, in particular lead, 
cadmium, and zinc. ESPO is concerned that other metals may have some 
effects on the treatment and believes they should be considered. 

17. Page 17, Section 7.3 Phase 1 Bench-Scale Test: Multiple Reagent Combinations 
and Page 8, Section 3.0 Treatability Study Goals, Second Bullet. Reference is 
made to the evaluation of several treatment mixes at bench-scale testing 
including the selection of an optimal formula. The bullet item also states "Conduct 
pilot-scale tests U$ing a selected treatment formula to confirm effectiveness at 
the field scale." ESPO recommend~ a clarifying sentence be added to this 
$ection that .industry consult with DTSC prior to choosing reagents at the bench 
scale for application during pilot scale tests·. Please further describe the criteria 
to be used for the following: 

a. For setting the mixtures and the crjteria for selection of the optimal 
comblnat.ion of reagents. 

i. Was sample tested (by WET) after the addition of the silicate only? 
ii. Was sample tested (by WET) after the addition of alkal.ine activator 

onry? . 
iii. What data do you have that demonstrates the silicate, as an 

additive, improves the treatment? · 
b. For determining the treatment formula for pilot-scale testing~ 
c. The methods or criteria used to arrive at these percentages. Based upon 

the size of the anticipated sample the amount of slficate wilt be minimal, 
making cement the main Ingredient for the treatment process.. Identify the 
types of silicates used and the weight ratio (e.g., potassium silicate [23% 
S102 and 14% K2O]) and the type of cement (e.g. Portland cement). 
Lastly, there is no description or discussion with regard to the amount of 
water needed to hydrate the cement. 

18. Page 18, Section 7.3 Phase 1 Bench-Scale Test: Multiple Reagent 
Combinations, Second Bullet. The Treatment Study presents a procedure for 
testing the mixtures. ES.PO is concerned that the described mixing time for the 
samples do not represent the actual conditions of the current systems operation 
(e.g., the document states that vigorous shaking will be done on the sample). 
Therefore, ESPO has the following questions about the Phase 1 Bench-Scale 
test: 

a. Is the vigorous shaking of the sample representative of the actual pug mill 
system application currently in use? If not, how will this be representative? 

b. How does the pug mill process introduce water? 
c. Does increasing the mixing time (e.g., from 1 minute to 2 minutes) 

improve treatment? 
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d. Additionally, was there any pretreatment of the MSR performed before 
treatment with the silicate/cement mix, including any separation of the 
fines and/or larger components based on-particle size before vigorous 
shaking? If so, were these components treated separately in.order to 
det~rmine if the treatment·formula was more effective or less effective 
based on the make-up of those components (e.g., is the treatment formula 
less effective on rubber or plastic components and more effective for the 
fines)? 

1-9. If a pretreatment method has not been considered for this study, ESPO 
recommends that untreated MSR be separated into component$ (e.g., fines and 
oversized) and each be analyzed via the WET, TQLP and for total metals to 
determine if treatment is warranted or if it is more effective on certain 
components. 

20.Page 18, Section 7.3.1. Phase 1 Bench-Scale Test: MulUple Reagent 
Combinations, Fourth Bullet. The Treatment Study presents a procedure for 
testing the mixtures. The test procedure only outlines analysis via WET
leachable metals. ESPO recommends that these samples or aliquots also be 
submitted for analysis for total metals and TCLP for comparison and 
completeness of the Treatability Study. 

21. Page 18, Section 7.3.1. Data Evaluation. Reference is made to possible 
additional testing in Phase 1 if-data is inconclusive due to an insufficient number 
of samples or if data analysis indicates potential benefits to additional reagent 
combinations. Please describe how the additional analysis will be achieved and 
what the criteria for changing or proposing a new reagent mixture will be. Lastly, 
ESPO recommends that if additional reagent combinations are to be proposed 
that DTSC be. notified with the reasons for the additional trials and approval by us 
would be required. 

22. Page 19, Section 7.4 Phase 2 Bench-Scale Test: Additional Leachablllty Testing. 
The Phase 2 testing proposes using the Synthetic Precipitation Leaching 
Procedure (SPLP) and the WET using Municipal Solid Waste Leachate (MSWL) 
extraction solutions. The WET using the MS.WL extraction solutions is a method 
for the metal analytes lead and cadmium, but not for zinc. Please explain how 
these methodologies will be compared to previous techniques and other metals, 
i.e., zinc. Why is the SPLP analysis not performed on the MSR samples before 
treatment for comparison and completeness of the Treatability Study? 

23. Page 19, Section 7.5 Phase 3 Bench-scale test: Long-term Efficacy of 
Treatment. Reference is made to the use of the Multiple Extraction Procedure 
Method (MEP). The method outlined in this section is incorrect as the 
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Method (MEP). The method outlined in this section. is incorrect as the 
termination of the test is not once the .PH is 3 +/'!" 0.2 standard units is achieved. 
The tes~ is required to be repeated at least 8 times and on ·the ninth test if the 
concentration is· increasing after each extraction then you continue until the 
concentrations ceases to increase. ESPO recommends that the Workplan reflect 
the USEPA Method 1320 am~ also use multiple WET. test procedures to· 
demonstrate the efficacy of treatment of metal shredder waste. ESPO also 
re·commends that the MEP be performed on the untreated metal shredder waste 
as well. 

24.Page 20, Section 7.6 Pilot-Scale Field Test. ESPO recommends a meeting with 
all parties before the Pilot-Scale phase to discuss and provide input, including the 
following: 

a. What Pilot-Scale steps are needed or proposed? 
b. What are the objectives of the Pilot-Scale? 
c. Further discussion regarding the ·collection of representative samples. 
d. Possible new or _revised mixtures for treatment, if necessary. 
e. QAPP/SAP requirements/needs. · 
f. Prediction of full-scale performance. 
g. Implementability of treatment train. 
h. Treatment train performance. 
i. Material handling requirements/characteristics. 
j. Costs. 
k. Confirmation of treatment occurring, as previously demonstrated or not in 

the Bench-Scale, to be perform~d in the Pilot-Scale Phase. 
I. Residuals generation and treatment/disposal. 
m. Pilot-Scale schedule. 
n. Field screening analytical methods, etc .. 

25. Page 20, Section 7.7 Management of Treatment R~siduals. Reference is made 
to handling the treatment residuals as non-RCRA hazardous waste. The 
handling of the residuals should be based upon the results of the analytical 
results for hazardous waste characterization, not on assumptions. 

26. Page 22, Section S-.1 Evaluation of Potential Impacts to Groundwater at Landfills. 
Generally, the Treatability Study does not propose further investigation regarding 
other treatment technologies of this waste as an additional purpose of the 
treatability study. ESPO recommends that evaluation or discussion of other 
possible technologies should be also considered. 

27. Page 22, Section 8.2 Cost Analysis. Reference is made to consideration of costs 
both independently and in the context of the broader economics of facility 
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op~ratlons{ taki_ng into consfdera~on fluc~~ting pnces:fQr ra~ .rn~t~rifil_s-and 
m~tal,-oommoditie~.1 -Since·orsc -niay berrequired.to cl~ahµp·~hls-fyp:e ·ofsite 
then-~fina~cial_JissuraricEfrequire~entf~n~·Wd h«:(fol.l9~~d Jfr;~~t~rn.,lnfn~gcosts. . 
These :tequir~ "ci9sts be f9r actual :treatment.- h~h'dlirfgt trahsportation ·and 'disposal 
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Barbara A: Le'e,. Director 
Environmental Chemistry Laboratory·- Pasadena

757 S. Raymond Ave., Suite 100
Pasadena, CA 91105 

Matthew Ro,!r/quez 
Secretary for. 

Environmental Protection 

Edmund .G. Brown Jr. 
Governor

DATE: June 4, 2015 

TO: Ed Benelli, Hazardous Substances Engineer 
.. Ha~ardou~ W,ast~ Management. Prog~~r:n •. 

FROM: ... Mµi ...~.~-·K.o~t~npv, :a~se,ai-~h Spiends~ .s~u~ervj~9r 1' ..: ;':. ,· .. ·· .:. 

_.; ,. . E~vir,onmen~I Cherp_is~ry tabq~to_ry ~ P:~sadenp 

SUB.JECT: HWM SB 1~49 -Compar~ ¢at $c.i~t1qe;_s W~T,a~d:.JQLP ~9P~ to DTSC
ECL's SOPs _to en~ure metal shredder sar:nr:~les ~re pr~par~d for a.o~lysis to be 
consistent or eq'uivalent to ECL's OCN 05.0024.00 Rev-Nq. 1_(J~,n 23, 2015). 

,.-•. •~•- -: ~-:, ... : :..; - •• •,..., I. -. 1 • , - • i.,. ·• - ~, ~ • - • '". .-r•i ;""• I- .....,. ' • ,... .,., • -~-■~ • -:: • 

Summaries of findings: . • . 
1. Review of Cal Scienc~ .$OP on Wast~ f;xtra~~ion T~~t_(W~:rt dic;t not outline how 

metal shredder samples are prepared (i.e. crush, mill or grinp}to ~chieve·the 
specified particle size for extraction/dige~tion -~nd ~palysis ■: , _Only general 
statem~r)~s -~re rna,d'3 regarding p~rti.cle size .redµc;tion a_nd the need to mill solid 
by_crµ_s_h,i_ng_~_ng grind.i.r1g. The.se general. statements ·_ar~ JoundJn Sections 
5.1.2.1 and 14.10 of the SOP. .. •·,. 

2. Review of Cal Science SOP on Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure 
(TCLP) did not outline how metal shredqer san,ples are prepared (i.e. crush, mill 
or grind) before extraction/digestion and ~nalysjs. -~ener~I, st~tements are made 
regarding particle siz~ reduction and the need to ,:nill soli_d by c;rushing and 
grinding. These general statements are found in Sections 5.1.2.1 ·and 14.2.9 of 
the·SOP. 

3. It is recommended that 
· a. Cal Scienc~ develops its own ·SOP for sample pre-prep~ration of metal 

shredder~ ~amples that is equivalent to ECL's DCN 05.0024.00 Rev No. 1 
(Jan 23, 2.015). 

b. All metal shr~dder samples should be milled to the appropriate particle 
sizes to accommodate all the analyses performed on the samples. For 
example, if samp_le is subjectec;t tq WET follow by metals analysis, TCLP 
follow by metals an.alysis and PCBs analysis, sample should be milled to 
the particle size specified by those test methods before conducting the 
testing. This pre-pre·paration step is necessary to increase the 
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homogen_eity of the sample and anow fc;,r more representative ,,1> ,.-
... subsamP.ling~_ ~ . . ~ :: ,. •,, . ·, r ~~ :! < ~ ,,.·. · "' . - ,-.:··~· · -~ ,

• ,.. - "- •• • .r , ~ • So<-' .,· . ·., :: ,'-' r .. 1,;.-' - - >t··· ( .....; r ;., . . 1~ =-- ,, ..J:- ... !. -...,. "' " ,_.J ~ ~ • - ..... • 

c. In the SOP, it should al~<;> specify the.~pes of mat~·ri~ls ~-~ part ·of tt)~~~1_ -~~-. · 
meta'i shredder··sanipJ~~~;-~.A!iQJh~-~S~Qa,sfi9ufd'·c1efine wt,at "non-fDable 

. , - • solid parti~les..~r~ consi,der~d .e.xtra.n~oµ_$. .~n.~Jrrel_evant" from the m~t91 . 
shredder samples that laf?.oratory~may,~ornit from extraction/digest_ion ~ncf r,_. . 
~nalysis. · · · · ·· ,./ .-, ':, .. ··· 

4. Beyond the scope of this request, the following qu~stio·nsicorfurrerits ·should be; ·,.., 
considered based on review of th~ Quality Ass..uran~e Prqject Pian_: . .. · 

- · •· "'~!.;. ..,~~~ ..\~ ..Ji~::•1::r:_.· "' !,;IA ..~: ·,:;.,,.-i;::.,_r;.tj~i~:.:··;'" : ··-=- _!__ 1' 

a. Section 5■ -1 Data Rep6n:inf F6qnat_ !!:.~tt.ie:;iri(orrtiafio.ri'"'tljafit .supplied by 
the labo·ratory f~r d~~ '(~IJ~~ii~qJ~j )q.f ~H~q_l~;n! f~r.~:\t}orQ~ij~_revie",V_~f .. , 
the data quali,ty ·pf(?,'~Uce_~~6y_:ltf~ -.1~6.f 1Vis;.:[ s.~~o{i.~l '.fo '.:est~~,isb·from th'e· ., '-~ · 

. beginning that.ffi_~:~1atf :if J?r(?_Vi_dijng_}{i'gry·~4~talJ~al!tY.:\ECJi '·re~m_m,end_$ 
that lab provi_des upon -reguest.. L~yel .4Type_data pp,ck~~e$.·t~vel 4.Type 

- • ~~ • •• , • •...=c1afin,ackages:fin~1ua~.:2ourn9l•iiifui~<fto_;-ftie1t&118Wi_6g:~·;;. 1! -... ; t· ! _ t ·.•:-_,,., ,:-.~ _-_,.. · 

· ·? ~ ..·.'L~r'C,~~13-·n:~~~~vif i.tlc ~dti19~.\~.~q~-~i_9.n:~t_iripn'CC>,~-f~rma~ce:·a~n'd_;··<~., · -'~ ~ ., 
:, ·.:.'., cotrecth,e•actioris·,.t •<-~ '.·.iJ.!i',,,'~'.•'J:.,:" -'T.,.~1..:.-~_~· ': ·:.!· •· · "··"' 1

.i'", 1 +· ,; .. · ~- ·:. ' 
··- 'ii: ••sa~plEr daia"a'nd oc-·data ~sumrriaries · . ·.. ' . .~- -· ...... ·....... - . 

iii. coc·forms, sample ·rec~ipt forms, logbook pages, shipping 
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· •:-.:~ ·. -viiL::!•1nsrrii'frienfqh~ckt-=st~6g_arcftacv;1I¢.v,,'fa~1qo~, )nt~f.f~r~nce'.· 

check·,etc·.) .summaries ·_ .,-;;~:..:-.,"',. ,, ·\,:. I,.,,··''-~ 

·ix. . Internal standard recovery . . . 
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b. Section 8.1 Quality·Co{1trol Procedure.s - . . 
i. Insert builet to include ·sample_pre-preparation-.pro·cedure·:to · ·.• 

homdg~nize''r:n.etal shredder'sa.mp.les ·to the appr6pf.iatEr particle 
1_·site ·specified by the test' method~ before conduct1ng·any ·testing. 

This is to emphasize the importance of milling -samples using the 
·equivai'ent of-ECL's t>GN 05.0024.00 Rev No. 1 (Jah.23; 2015)
SOP:- ·.- I) r • · · ' . ~-- · 

iL Specify in the 'hiatri~·spi~e.(MSf and m~frix spike duplicate -(MSD) 
ttiat sample used sh.9ula be from tt)e _same samp_iing·b.~tch and site. 
This cari help -to verify any matrix interferences associated with the 
analysis. - -

https://05.0024.00


c. Section 6.3.1 QC Samples - If the lab detects· common laboratory 
contaminants in the reagent blanks, the lab should first try to eliminate the 
contaminants. A statement of corrective. action to resolve the contaminant . 
issue should be the priority rather than qualifying the presence of the 
contaminants. 

d. Section 9.0 Data Reconciliation -Terraphase needs to .ensure t_hat QC 
acceptance criteria specified in ·the Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) 
National Functional Guidelines for Inorganic Superfund Data Review are 
consistent with the laboratory specific acceptance criteria. The~e may be 
discrepancies between the CLP guidelines and Cal Science's acceptance 
criteria. For example, in the CLP guiqelines for metal_s analy~is, the initial 
calibration must consist of a blank ahd at least five calibration standards, 
whereas, in the Cal Science SOP for metals analysis using EPA 60108, 
the initial calibration is a one-point calibration standard forced through 
zero. 

i. Clear QC acceptance criteria should be established for each test 
method. · 

e. Should the latest version of EPA methods be used to conduct the test? 
Usually the latest version of methods has stricter QC requirements. 
However, ELAP would not be -able to accredit commercial lab on the fatest 
test method. 

f. QA~P references Table 4, but Table 4 is no-where to be found. 

g. QAPP discusses SAP (Sampling_Analysis Plan), but it is not clear what or 
where is SAP located? 
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